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1. Introduction 
An important topic in block theory and the modular representations of finite 
groups is the algebra structure of modular group algebras. Since algebras can be 
described in terms of endomoryhisms of projective modules, the structure of such 
modules is of great interest. Moreover, many of the cohomological problems of 
group theoretical interest can also be viewed as questions about projective modules 
and resolutions. 
If G is a finite group of Lie type of characteristic p while F is an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic p then modules for the group algebra FG are of particular 
interest. In a previous paper [2]l we showed how tensor products could be used to 
study projective modules for these types Iof algebras. In this paper we wish to carry 
out these ideas in a special case. 
Suppose that G = SL(2, p”), the most rudimentary group of Lie type of charac- 
teristic p. The algebra FG is the direct sum of two indecomposable algebras if p is 
two, while it is the sum of three if p is odd. This gives a natural division into two cases, 
the first of which we shall study in this paper. Henceforth, p = 2, G = SL(2,2”) and F 
is an algebraically closed field of characteristic two. 
All FG-modules considered will be right FG-modules finite dimensional over F. 
We shall assume familiarity with the usuali properties of direct sums, tensor products, 
induced modules and homomorphisms a:!;; used previously [2]. We shall also denote 
the number of elements in the set X by 1x1. 
* Supported in part by National Foundation Grant NSF MCS 76-06626. 
’ Note that the Corollary of that paper is not true without added hypothesis. See the paper by Feit 
referred to there. 
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We shall begin by recalling the well-known facts about simple FG-modules. Since 
F is algebraically closed it contains aunique subfield Fo with 2n elements; we may as 
well assume that G = SL(2, FO). The space of row vectors of length two over F now 
becomes amodule for FG via multiplication of a vector by a matrix. This is a simple 
FG-module which we shall denote by VI. If 0 < i < 12 then the taking of 2’0th powers 
is i:n automorphism of8,. This allows us to construct other two dimensional simple 
FG-modules. If v is a row vector of length two and g is in G then multiplication of v 
and the matrix obtained from g by replacing each entry by its 2’-th power gives us 
such a module which we shall denote by &+I. Notice that if we, do the same 
construction for i = n then we just get VI again. 
Let N={l,2,. . ., n} and where necessary regard these numbers as the distinct 
elements of Z/n2 so that i + 1 always makes ense if i is in A! For any subset I of N 
let 
with the usual convention that if I is. the empty set, then V0 is the trivial FG-module 
F. We shall write V. = V0 and often use 0 in place of 0. The 2” modules V’ are all 
simple FG-modules, one from each of the 2” isomorphism classes of such modules. 
Moreover, the Steinberg module VN is also projective. 
The elements of G can be simultaneously conjugated into the transpose of their 
inverses. Therefore, the module VI is self-dual and so are all the algebraic onjugates 
Vi, i E N, of VI also self-dual. Thus, each tensor product of such modules is again 
self-dual. In particular, if V is any simple FG-module then V = V*. 
For each subset I of N let PI be a projective cover of V’, so that PI is an 
indecomposable projective FG-module. There is exactly one simple quotient 
module of PI and/ this is isomorphic with VI. Since V’ is already projective, we have 
PN = VN. 
Our first result is implied by previous work [4, S] but we shall derive it as we go 
along in a natural development. For any subset I of N we shall always denote the 
complement of I in N by 1 




For any two subsets I and J of N let Crj be the corresponding entry of the Cartan 
matrix C so that C’lJ is the multiplicity of position factor of PJ. Our next 
es C giving us more information about projective modules. 
2 These rest&s were described in [I]. 
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If Iand Jare subsets of N, then 
Cl, = 2 n+uJI 
c1.J = 0 
according as I and J do or do not satisfy the following conditions : 
(i) Whenever k is in I n J and k + 1 is not then k + 1 is in neither I nor J; 
(ii) If one of I and J is N, then the other is not empty. 
This gives a combinatorial description of the entries of this important matrix. Our 
next result also involves a combinatorial formula. It describes ome cohomology 
groups which also give information about he structure of projective FG-modules. In 
fact, let MI be the unique maximal submodule of Pt so PI/MI = Vt. The module Mt 
has a largest semi-simple quotient module. The multiplicity of Vr, for a subset J of A?, 
as a composition factor of this quotient equals 
dimF Ext&( VI, VJ). 
This equality is immediate from the long exact sequence 
short exact sequence 0+ Mt + Pt + V’ + 0. 
for Ext corresponding tothe 
Theorem 3. If I and J are subsets of N, then Ext&( Vt, Vr) = 0, unless 11 n Jr + 1 = 
1 I v Jl < n and whenever k is in I v J and k - 1 is not in I A J, then k - 1 is in neither I 
nor J, in which case 
Our knowledge of projective FG-modules allows us to prove some things about 
the structure of the algebra FG. 
Theorem 4. If R is the radical of FG and n > 1, then R2” # 0 a,tzd K”‘+’ = 0. 
If n = 1 then, in fact R # 0 and R2 = 0. 
Throughout this paper we shall be dealing with tensor products of simple modules. 
Our last result deals with these products in general. Recall [l] that an indecompos- 
able FG-module is simply generated if it is isomorphic with a summand of a tensor 
product of simple FG-modules. We shall now define some more modules. If I and J 
are subsets of N with I a subset of J, then set VI,* = V’@ V’ unless I = J = N, in 
which case set V&N = PO. Thus, if I = 0, then VO,J = Vj while if J = N, then Vt,N = Pf, 
by Theorem 1. 
Theorem 5. The above modules have the following properties: 
(i) The FG-modules Vr,r are simply generated; 
(ii) They are pairwise non-isomorphic and any simply generated FG-module is 
isomorphic with one of them ; 
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ng of the Green zing spanned by the isomorphism classes of simply 
generated FG-modules is semi-simple. 
* 
The Green ring is the ring which has a Z-basis consisting of the isomorphism 
classes of indecomposable FG-modules with multiplication coming from tensor 
products. It is easy to see that the simply generated modules pan a subring. 
In this section we shall prove a number of iemmas that will be used in the proofs of 
the theorems. The first three deal with the Brauer characters ofG. For each subset I 
of N let ~1 be Brauer character of VI so, in particular, cp~ iscokmplex valued and 
defined on the elements of odd order in G. These characters are a Z-basis of a ring 
given by multiplication of these functions. If 1, J and K are subsets of N then the 
coefficient of (PK in the expression of QN.J in terms of these characters equals the 
.multiplicity of VK as a composition factor of VI @ VJ. 
kllma 1. If i is in N, then of = Qi+l + 2~~. 
roof. Let H and A be cyclic subgroups of orders 2n - 1 and 2” + 1, respectively, of
G. Every element of odd order of G is conjugate to an element of one of these 
subgroups so it suffices to show that both sides of the desired equality agree on these 
two subgroups. 
However, there is a linear character Aof H such that the restriction Qi 1 H = A +I; 
this is because Vi has dimension two and there is an element of G which inverts 23. 
Similarly, there is a linear character p of A such that Qi IA = p, + 6. Thus, 
Q: lH=h2+i2+2h0, Q:IAL=&L*+$+~~o, 
where A0 and luo are the principal characters of H and A, respectively. 
The underlying vector space for both vl: and V i-+-l is the space of row vectors of 
length two. If g is in G then the action of g on V;: is given by multiplication by the 
matrix obtained from g by replacing each entry by its 2’-‘-th power. For Vi+1 the 
appropriate power is th; 2’-th. Hence, 
I 
Qi+ll = A*+ i2, Qi+llA=P2+E2 
and the lemma is proved. 
In the next two results we study the multiplicities which certain Brauer characters 
ing a product QMJ in terms of the 
ate: that ~1, for a subset 
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. If I and J are proper subsets of N, then QMJ does not involve QN unless N is 
the disjoint union of I and J, in which case Q@J = QN. 
. If I and J are disjoint, then q~r4p~ = QI”J and the result is clear. Thus, we may 
assume that 1 and J are not disjoint and we wish to prove that (9N does not occur in 
the product ~JQJ. 
Therefore, we may choose i in I n J. Let k in N be such that i, i + 1, . . . , k are all in 
1 n J but k + 1 is not. Without any loss of generality we may assume that k + 1 is not 
inI.LetK={i,...,k}sothat 
QIQJ = Q$QI-KQJ-K* 
But, by Lemma 1, 
Q& = (Qi+l + 2Qo) ’ . l ;Qk+l + 2Qo) 
so q& is a sum of terms Q~L, where L is a subset of {i + 1, . . . , k + 1). Thus, (p#J iis a 
sum of terms Q@I-K(PJ-K. However, L and I -K are disjoint since k + 1 is not in 4, so 
Q~V>J is a sum of products of the form Q(I-K)~LQJ-K. Therefore, by an obvious 
induction on III+ IJI the lemma is established. 
Lemma 3. If I and Jare subsets of N then the multiplicity of PO in QN~ is zero unless N 
is not the disjoint union of Iand Jand whenever k is not in I u Jbut k + 1 is then k -t 1 is 
in I A J, in which case the multiplicity is 2’InJ! 
Proof. First, note that the hypotheses and conclusions depend only on I UJ and 
1 n J and that QJQJ = Q~“/(P~~J. Hence, we may as well assume that I is a subset of J. 
In this case we want to show that the multiplicity of cpo in QJQJ is zero unless certain 
conditions hold, in which case the multiplicity should be 2 III . These conditions are: as 
follows: I is not empty or J # N; whenever k is not in J but k + 1 is in J then k + 1 is in 
I. 
We shall now define a numbler of subsets of N. Let Ti, for each i in I, consist of i 
together with all k in N such that each of i + 1, . . . , k lies in J and not in I. Thus, tthe 
sets Ti are mutually disjoint. Let R be the complement to their union in J so J is the 
disjoint union of all the Ti and R. For each i in I let Si consist of all k in N such that 
k - 1 is in z. The sets Si are also mutually disjoint. Moreover, R and Si are also 
disjoint. For if r is in R and Si then r - 1 would be in r. Since R is disjoint from .I it 
would follow that r is also in Ti, a contradiction. 
We. can now also restate our aim. If I = 8 and J = N, then the result is clear. 
Otherwise, we want to show the multiplicity of (PO in qwJ is zero unless R is empty, in 
which case we want to see that the multiplicity is 2”‘. Indeed, if k is not in J but k + 1 
is in J - 1 then k + 1 is in R, being in none of the sets Tim And if R is not empty we can 
choose k not in with k + 1 in and then k is not in J - or else it would be in . 
while k + 1 is in J and not in I. 
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Therefore, it suffices to show that each factor QiQq is a sum of 2~~ and terms 
QL where L is a non-empty subset of Si. For then each term in the expansion of Qlrp~ 
will be a product of Brauer characters corresponding to disjoint subsets of N. 
However, 
QiQTi = QiQiQi+l l ’ ’ Qk 
provided Ti = {i, . . . , k}. Hence, 
QiQTi = (2$‘0+Qi+1)Qi+1 ’ ’ ’ Qk 
However, the first term is of the desired sort and the second is one to which this 
argument can be repeated. The desired sum results. 
Lemma 4. If i E Iv, then Vi @ Vi is a uniserial module with composition factors 
vo, VI:+19 Vo and in that order. 
(That is, *vl: 0 F has a unique composition series and if it is Vi @ V;: = Ul 3 U2 =) 
Us 3 U4 = 0, then UI/ U2 = U3/& = VO and &IV, = K-+1). 
roof. First, we observe that the composition factors are as stated as a consequence 
of Lemma 1. Moreover, 
Horn& Va,, & @ vi) = HOmFG( Vo@ VT, &) 
so that Vi @ Vi has a unique submodule S isomorphic with Vo. Since this tensor 
product is self-dual it has a unique maximal submodule M with quotient isomorphic 
with Vo. oreover, 
C= HOIllFG( V{i,i+i}, F) = 0 
SO that Vi 0 Vi has no submodule isomorphic with Vi+l. By duality there is no 
quotient module isomorphic with &+I. Thus, S is the only simple submodule of 
is the only maximal submodule. Therefore, M must contain S and 
N--=Ois 
the only composition series a the factors are as 
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Q? = QfQi = (zQo+Qi+l)Qi 
= 2Qi + Q{i,i+l) 
and so the composition factors of the triple tensor product are as stated. Also 
Horn&V, Vr:OV$0V;:)==Hom&V;:OV~, V@V) 
=Hom&VO vl:, V;:O VI:). 
However, this last vector space has a basis consisting of the identity endomorphism 
and an endomorphism which, in the notation of the proof of the previous lemma, 
maps Vi ~$9 Vi onto S with kernel 1M. Hence, Vi @ Vi @ Vi has a submodule X 
isomorphic with Vi @ Vi. By duality it has a submodule Y with quotient also 
isomorphic with Vi @ Vi. Since “y/;: is a composition factor with multiplicity two it 
follows that X n Y = 0 and that Vi 0 Vi 0 Vi is the direct sum of X and Y. Again, 
because we know the composition factors, we must have Y isomorphic with VIi,j+-l) 
and the result holds. 
We shall examine the submodules of one more type of module, tlPe modules 1/Xr 
defined in section two for j E J and‘9 a subset of N. Thus, Vj,_r = Vj 0 VJ. We begin by 
defining some subsets of J and then an associated sequence of subsets of N. Choose 
an integer k with 0 G k < yt maximal such that j + i is in J for every i with 0 G i s k. 
Thus,j,j+l,..., j+kareinJandeitherk=n -landJ==Norj+rk+lisnotinJ. 
ForeachiwithO~i~k,let7;betheset{j+i,...,jck}soTo~~~~*.o~Tk.Set 
R = J - To. The sequence of subsets of N which we wish to associate with the pair j,, J 
is defined now as follows: 
T1uR,T2vR,..., TkuR,R,(k+l}uR,R, TkuR ,..., T2uR, T+R. 
We can now describe Vj,J. 
Lemma 6. If j is an element of the subset J of N then the module a/i., is uniserial. 
Moreover, the composition factors in the composition series of Vj,J are, in order, the 
simple modules corresponding to the subsets of N in the sequence of subsets of N 
associated to the pair j, J. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. If k = 0, then J = {j} u R and j + 1 is not in J. 
Moreover, 
V j,J = Vi@ V{j}uR -(Vj@ Vj)O VR 
so that, by Lemma 4, Vj,J has a series of submodules with successive quotients being 
Vo@VR, V{ j+l}@vR, vO@V~~fhatis &Z9 v (j+l}uR, VR. In particular, this series is a 
composition series of ill be proved once we show 
submodules i t e only composition series of Vj,J* Since this module is self dual we 
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need only show that there is no submodule isomorphic with V{i+l)UR. However, 
so this case is established. 
Now suppose that k # 0. We have that 
~(~~~)~V=~OVR,(V~OV~)O~T~“R~ c 
Therefore, by Lemma 4, vj,J has a series of submodules 
vj,J 3 M 3 S 10 
with succ.:ssive quotients isomorphic with VT~“R, Vi+* 0 VT~“R, VT~~R- However, 
the middle term is just vj+l,J-(j} and induction applies to it. The sequence of subsets 
of N associated to the pair j + 1, J -{j} is easily seen to be as follows: 
T*uR,..., TkuR,R,(k+l)uR,R,TkuR,...,T+R. 
Hence, M’S is uniserial with the composition factors in its unique composition series 
being the simple modules corresponding tothe subsets in this sequence. Hence, it 
suffices to show that S is the only simple submodule and M is the only maximal 
submodule of vj,Je By duality it is enough to deal with S. Let T be another simple 
submodule of vj,J. From the structure of the module it must be isomorphic wi,th 
VT~“R or VTI_,R. However, 
HomFG(h+R9 vj,J) zHomFdV{jJuT2uR, VJ) 
zHOmFdVJ-{j+i}, VJ)=O. 
Therefore, we must have T isomorphic with S. It follows that M/S is isomorphic with 
a quOtient Of vj,J, namely vj,J/s -t- T, and SO VTzvR is a homomorphic mage of Vj,J. 
By duality this is a contradiction. 
The last result of this section is only to be used in giving a second proof of Theorem 
1. 
If A is a cyclic subgroup of order 2” + 1 in G then the FG-module induced 
by the trivial FA-module F is isomorphic with PO. 
. Since A has odd order every FA-module is certainly projective. Thus, the 
induced module FG is a projective FG-module. It is thus a m of indecomposable 
projective FG-modules. Therefore, it suffices to show that 
for every nonempty subset of but is one domensional fo 
omFG(FG9 VI) = 
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Since V. 1 A := F it suffices to show that if I is not empty then ppI 1 A does not involve 
the principal character of A. 
As in Lemma 1, ql IA = p +p where p is a faithful linear character of A. Hence, 
But p has multiplicative order 2n + 1 so no term in the expansion of this product is the 
principal character of A. 
4. Proofs 
In this section we shall supply the proofs of the five theorems. We shall begin with 
the first theorem and give two different proofs for it. 
First, observe that if J is a subset of N then 
so that Pj is a direct summand of VJ @ VN. In particular, dimFPj 6 2 n+lJ’. If we can 
establish equality here then we will also have that Pj = VN @ VJ. 
When J = N we can make an improvement. We shall see that PN as well as PO is 
isomorphic with a direct summand of V’ @ V’. Indeed, 
QN(pN=Q~Q~“‘Q~=(~Qo+Qz)“‘(~Qo+Q~) 
so that VN is a composition factor of VN 0 VN. However, VN is projective and 
therefore it is injective and must be a direct summand of V’@ I&. This yields the 
inequality dimFP* s 22n - 2”. If we show that this too is an equality, then we will have 
that VN 0 VN = P&3 V& This will establish Theorem 1. 
However, using the decomposition of the free FG-module I;% into indecompoq- 
able FG-modules and the above estimates for dimensions we have 
IGl s C (dimF &)(dimFPI) 
IGN 
= c (2’r’)(2n+(n-‘1t’ )> 2- n = 2” . z2” -2” = IGl. IGN 
This forces all the inequalities to be equalities and the theorem is proved. 
Now we shall give another proof of this same theorem. Just as in the other proof we 
know that PO and PN are both summands of V’@ V’No However, from Lemma 7 we 
have 
dimF 
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so dim& + dim= PN = dimp( VN ($3 VN) and we have the required ecomposition of
@ VN. 
We must now deal with Vr @O V’ where J is a proper subset of N. Part of the above 
proof shows that in a decomposition of Vr @ 6/N into indecomposable modules the 
module PJ occurs just once. Suppose that 1 is a subset of N other than .i; we want 
to see that PI is not a summand of V’j@ V’. That is, we desire that 
HomFG( V~OVN, VY)=O. 
But, if I = N, then J is not empty and 
The scale of V’N @ VN is isomorphic with V& VN SO this space of maps is zero, as 
desired. 
If I is a proper subset of N, then 
But VN is not even a composition factor of VJ 0 VI, by Lemma 2, so the theorem is 
proved again. 
We now turn to Theorem 2 and we have to calculate dimF HomFG(&, PI) for any 
two subsets I and J of N. We shall do this in three steps. 
First, suppose that I and J are both em ty. Since VN @ VN = P()@PN it follows 
that c0,0 is the multiplicity of V. as a composition factor of VN @ V'. However, 
Lemma 3 gives this multiplicity as 2” and the theorem is proved in this case. 
Next, suppose that I is empty and s is not. Lf J = N, then HomFG(&, PJ) = 0 and 
the theorem holds; hence, we may assume that J is a proper non-empty subset of N. 
Thus, 
HomFG (PO, p, ) =+L HOmm (PO, & @ viv) 
which has dimension the multiplicity of V:, as a composition factor of Vf 0 V'. This is 
just 2’.” by Lemma 3 which is 2”-lrUJi as desired. 
Since the Cartan matrix is symmetric we can now assume that both I and J are 
non-empty. Thus, 
If N is the disjoint union of I and J then Vr@ Vf = Vlpr and the last space of 
homomorphisms is one dimensional, as desired. Otherwise, by Lemma 2, VN is not a 
composition factor of Vf @ 
licity of osition factor of 
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By Lemma 3, this multiplicity is zero, unless whenever k is not in Tu j but k + 1 is 
then k + 1 is in InI in which case the multiplicity is 
21Tn.Tl = 2n-lIuJI 
. 
This condition on k is that whenever k is in I n J and k + 1 is not in I n J then k + 1 is 
in neither I nor J, just as required. 
We turn our attention to the third theorem. First, note that the hypotheses and 
conclusions depend only on I u J and I n J. Moreover, 
Hence, replacing I and J by I u J and I n J respectively, we may assume without any 
loss of generality that I contains J. If I = N, then the cohomology group in question 
vanishes as VN is projective and the result holds; hence, we may also assume that I is 
a proper subset of N. 
Suppose that I and J do satisfy the conditions described in the theorem. This 
means that I consists of J together with one more element k of N and that k - 1 is not 
in J (and thus certainly not in I). Let us see that Ex&( VI, VJ) # 0. Consider the 
module Vk-l.+~)u~. Lemma 6 yields that this module has a quotient module which is 
a non-split extension of the simple module Vz by the submodule V&k) = v/,. The 
desired non-vanishing holds. 
If III = n - 1, then 1= N -{I} for some r in N. By Theorem 1 we have PI = 
VrOVN= V+ However, the structure of this module is given by Lemma 6. In fact, 
the largest semi-simple quotient of the maximal submodule A41 of PI = V& is 
isomorphic with VZ++~). Hence, 
E&( vl, VI-{r+lj I= F 
while if J is a subset of N other than I -{r + 1}, then Ex&( VI, V’) = 0. This isexactly 
what is required in Theorem 3 in this case. Hence, we may now assume that 
Ill<n-1. 
Therefore, to complete the proof of this theorem, it is sufficient to show that there 
is s in N which is not in I such that 
dimF Ex&( K, VJ) s dimF Extk( VzUls), VJ~(~) ) 
and that I and J satisfy the conditions given in the theorem if, and only if, I u {s) and 
J u {s} satisfy them. Indeed, once we show all this the theorem will follow from an 
immediate downward induction together with the nlon-vanishing we have already 
proved. 
Suppose that dimF Ex&( V’, VJ) = d so that there is a module 
unique maxipal submodule Y such that X/ Y = Vz and Y is isomorphic with a direct 
sum of d copies of f s is an element of not in I 
r” = =z c$ c”,, 
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I’==Iu(s}andJ’=Ju(s}then ‘/ Y’ = VI* and Y’ is isomorphic with the direct sum 
of d copies of VJI. If, for suitable s, Y’ is the unique maximal submodule of X’ then 
we will have 
To show that Y’ has this property it suffices to prove that dimr; Horn&X’, Vi) is 
one if I = J and zero otherwise. 
In any case, 
HOIll&X’; v-1) = HORlF&X @ v,, v, @ vs) 
= HOllQ=G (x, c(‘, @ v, @ VJ) = HomFG (x, &J’). 
We shall now consider the cases I= J, III> IJI + 1 and III= IJI -t 1 in turn showing we 
can choose 3 suitably. 
If I = J then I and J do not satisfy the conditions of the theorem and neither do I’ 
and J’ as I’ = J’. Moreover, by Lemma 6, the only submodule of V& = V$ having 
every composition factor isomorphic with VI = VJ is the socle so HomF&X, V&) is 
one dimensional. Thus, in this case, any element of N -I will do for s. 
Next, suppose that 111~ IJI + 1. Again I and J as well as I’ and J’ do not satisfy the 
conditions of the theorem. Furthermore, by Lemma 6, every composition factor of 
Vs,Jt is of the form ‘V” for a subset K of N with 1~1 s IJ’i < 111 so there are no non-zero 
homomorphls;ns from X to V& Again. s can be any element of N-I. 
Finally, suppose that III= IJI + 1 so that I = J u {k} for some k in N. Thus, since the 
socle of Vs,Jt is just Vr the only way there can be a non-zero homomorphism ofX to 
&,,I is that the composition factor of Vs,Jt just above VJ is VI. But III> ISI so this will 
happen exactly when s + 1 is not in J, Vs,,r has exactly three composition factors and 
they are, in order, VJ, V (s+l)u J, VJ. Thus, we want that s i- 1 is not k and that s is also 
chosen so that I and J satisfy the conditions of the theorem if, and only if, I’ and J’ 
do. If I and J do not satisfy the conditions, that is, k - 1 is in J then simply choose sas 
any element of N - 1. Thus, s + 1 # k and I’ and J’ do not satisfy the conditions as 
I’ = J’ u {k} and k - 1 is in J’. If I and J do satisfy the conditions then k - is not in J 
Now choose s to be any element of N -I other than k - 1; we may do this as 
111 c 2 - 1. It folEows that s + 1 f; k and that I’ and J’ do satisfy the conditions ince 
I’ = J” u {k) with k - 1 not in J’. The third theorem is now proved. 
If U is an F’H-module for a group H then the lower Loewy series of U is the 
sequence of submodules 
U,RU,R2U9 l l l 
where R is the radical of FH. Thus, RU is the smallest submodule of U with 
semi-simple quotient, 2U is the smallest submodule of RU such that the quotient 
W by it is semi-simple, 
y length of W. Se 
as Loewy length k 
if, there are exactly & non-zero factors ki(U). . 
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If&,..., V, are modules for the group algebras 1, l l l 9 FH,, respectively, and 
we set U= W@~+W&then Uisan -module and [3] 
where the sum is over all s-tuples of non-negative integers tl, . . . , ts whose sum is t. In 
particular, the Loewy length of U is the sum of the Loewy lengths of the Ui less s - 1. 
Suppose now that all the groups Hi are equal, being the group GO. Moreover, 
suppose that the tensor product of composition factors, one from each Ui, is iagain a
simple FGo-module. Thus, if we regard U as an F’GO-module, via the usual diagonal 
action, then each factor L,( U> is a scmi-simple FGo-module. Thus, the FGo-module 
U has a series of submodules, with semi-simple factors, the number of these being 
the sum of the Loewy lengths of the C4 less s - 1, Therefore, the Loewy length of U is 
at most the sum of the Loewy lengths of the Ui less s - 1. 
In order to prove Theorem 4, we must show that there is an indecomposable 
projective FG-module of Loewy length 2n + 1 and that no such module has Loewy 
length exceeding 2n + 1. However, P, = V, @ VN = Vn,N is a uniserial module with 
2n + 1 composition factors, by Lemma 6. Since every indecomposable projective 
FG-module is a direct summand of some module VI @ VN for a non-empty subset I 
of N.. we need only show that each such tensor product has a Loewy length at most 
2n + 1. For each i in I let r be the subset of N consisting of i and all elements j of N 
between i and the next element of i, where ‘“next” means in the usual circular 
orclering of EJ. Let Si consist of all j rn N such that j - 1 is in Tie Thus, 
Moreover, Vi,Ti is of Loewy length 21 Ti I+ 1 and all its composition factors are of the 
form VK for a subset K of Sip by Lemma 6. However all the sets Si are mutually 
disjoint so the tensor product of composition factors, one from each Vi,Ti, is again a 
simple FG-module. By our above remarks, VI 0 VN has Loewy length bounded by 
(c (21Til+l))-(111-l) 
icI 
which is just 2n + 1. 
The last task is to prove Theorem 5. Let’s begin by showing that each of the 
FG-modules V’,J is indecomposable and thus is certainly simply generated. This 
holds if J = N by Theorem 1. If J is a proper subset of N, then 
since I is a proper subset of N as it is contained in J. Hence, V’,J is certainly 
indecomposable asthe tensor product of it and another module is indecomposable. 
We next shall show that V~,J has a simple socle and this is isomorphic with vJ=-1. If 
J = this is correct as V& is the projective cover rsf 
then tine tensor uct of J and has a simple socle, by the above calculation, so 
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that so does VI,J. oreover, 
HomdVJ-I, VI,J) -HO~FG(VJ--I, VI @ VJ) 
==HOMF&VJ, vJ)=F 
so V’,J does have a submodule isomorphic with VJ-I and our claim holds. 
We also claim that no two of the modules Vr,J are isomorphic. In fact, suppose that 
I’ c J’ and that V’,J 5 V+,y; we must show that I = I’ and J = J’. The previous 
paragraph shows that certainly 1 -J = 4’ -J’; call this subset K. It remains to show 
that I = I’. Without any loss of generality, we may assume that there is i in I not in I’; 
we need only derive a contradiction. It follows that i is not in J -I = K so it is not in 
I’uK = J’. Now 
is not indecomposable as the first factor is the direct sum of three modules, by Lemma 
5. On the other hand 
(as J’ u {i} = N implies I’ # N) which is indecomposable, a contradiction to the 
supposed isomorphism. 
Let us now show that every simply generated module is isomorphic with one of the 
modules V’,J. Since these modules are simply generated and since every simple 
module is a tensor product of two dimensional modules, it suffices to show that 
V’,J 0 Vk is always a direct sum of modules of the right sort whenever k EN and 
IsJsN. 
If k is not in J then V;.J 0 Vk = VI,J”{~) (as I is certainly a proper subset of N in 
this case). If k is in J but not in I then V1.J @ Vk = Vlu{k),J so that leaves only the case 
of k = i E I to deal with. But then 
N (6 @ V;: @ V{i,ii-I))@ VI-(i) @ VJ_(~) 
= VI-{il.J @ VI-ji).J @ ( VI-(i), J @ Vi+l). 
The first two terms are of the desired sort and the third is of the type we are now 
ut since III+ 1JI we are done by an obvious induction. 
e now turn to the sem 
commutative ring with unit e 
relations .x: = 2Xi + LiXi+l, for all i E 
xfl . . .x2 
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where each Q~ is zero, o e or two. If we set xI = fl iE x xi for any subset 4 of AT then this 
anning set consists of the elements X~XJ for all pairs of subsets 1 and J of N with 
The empty product x0 is, of course, taken to be the unit element 1 of R. 
*g-_rz_,* _‘3 .&..~g.+~~~~~~-s- Q == 
. by cne is~snorphism classes of 
simply generated rnodules~‘is-~~~~~~~by.tne isomorphism classes of the modules 
it has a Z-basis consisting of the isomorphism classes of the modules 
ence, S is generated by the isomorphism classes of the modules Vi, i E N. 
Because of Lemma 5, there is a homomorphism ofR onto S sending each xi to the 
isomorphism class of Vi. The spanning set of .R and the basis of S we have 
constructed are parametized by the pairs 1, J of subsets of N with IJ. Hence, this 
homomorphism is an isomorphism of R onto S. Tlhus, we need only prove that R is 
semi-simple. 
Because of the homomorphism we also have thait R has a Z-basis conskting of all 
the elements x~xJ, I C_ J E N. Therefore, to demonstrate he semi-simplicity ofR we 
shall construct distinct homomorphisms of R to the complex numbers parametized 
by these same pairs 1, .& To do this we need only construct, for each I z N, 2”-‘I’ 
distinct homomorphisms such that homomorphisms belonging to different subsets 1
never coincide. We shall do this by constructing for each I exactly 2”-“I homomor- 
phisms which vanish on xk if, and only if, k is in ~8. 
Constructing homomorphisms i  exactly the same as finding “solutions” of the 
defining relations for R, that is, finding y1 complex numbers Zip i EN, such that 
r 7 = 2Zi + ZiZi+l for all i. For every subset I of N we shall find exactly 2”-‘I’ such 
solutions in which zk = 0 if, and only if, k is in I. 
First, we shall deal with I = 0. If g is any element of odd order in G, then pi(g) # 0 
for any i EN as the proof of Lemma 1 shows. The numbers ;rj = qi(g) are then a 
solution, by Lemma 1. If g and pt are non-conjugate elements of odd order, then the 
corresponding solutions can not coincide; for this would imply that the table of 
Brauer characters had a zero determinant. Since there are 2n conjugacy classes of 
elements of odd order in G the case 1= 8 is dealt with. 
Next, suppose that I is a non-empty proper subset of N. For each i in I let Si be the 
set of elements of f bettveen i and the next element of I so that the sets Si form a 
partition of 1 Let’s see what are the equations that the zk must satisfy for k in one 
such segment Si. Suppose that the next element of I after i is i SO Si = 
{i-l- 1 , . . . , j - 1). These equations are 
r: = 2Zi + Zizi+l, 
Zf+l = 2Zi+l+ zi+lzi+2, 
z;_1 = 2+.1+ Z+1 Z,:, 
z: = 223 + ZjZj+l* 
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Since we want Zi = zj - 0 and all the zk # 0 for k E Si these equations reduce to tl, 
non-vanishing condition and 
ZT_* = 2 + Zj-1, 
. . l 
2 Z i+l = 2 + .Zi+2* 
We can solve these: Zj-1 = *fi, zj-2 = AZ=, . . e , zi+l= *G. There are 
exactly 21si’ solutions all non-zero: this is because if r is a real number strictly between 
zero and two then so are 6. Since we can solve these equations for each Si 
independently we thus have 2 n-i1’ solutions with the zk zero exactly when k is in I. 
To conclude the proof we need only note that the solution with all the zk = 0 is the. 
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